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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 1983 opgericht door Alan Treffler, founder and CEOHoofdkantoor in Cambridge Massechusetts, USARegionale kantoren in verschillende locaties in NA, Europa, Zuid Amerika en Azie. Werken veel samen met partners – Accenture, Capgemini, Cognizant, etc etc. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Only Pega connects Customer Engagement to Digital Process Automation On a powerful and differentiated unified platform, we call the Pega DX ArchitectureDelivered through our products:Powerful CRM applicationsPowerful platform automation and building applicationsAll delivered on the cloud…with choice
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Innovate & outpace competitorsIf you don’t use the latest technology to support the ultimate client experience, you will lose. Netflix was a mail order movie rental company, until they decided to start making use of the latest technologic developments (wide spread, fast internet, streaming technology). They stopped serving their old customer base (mail orders) and fully focused on a new channel. Blockbuster tried making a similar move later on, but was too late. What’s to learn from this example? Technology and customer expectations go hand in hand. Technology, business goals and customer expectations are constantly changing. And then we get to agile. Agile is now mainstream, not only in IT but also in business teams. Why? Because this methodology allows you to bring the speed required to adopt these new technologies and changing business needs. Feedback, both internal (e.g. the companies changing strategy) and external (new technologies, competitor movements, regulatory requirements) need to be incorporated very quickly. 
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Agile is mainstream 
Subtitle 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Collaborate betterOld world: Business defines. IT builds. CLICK New world: Business defines and co-builds. IT enables and innovates.
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Agile is mainstream 
Subtitle 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Collaborate betterNew world: Business defines and co-builds. IT enables and innovates.What we also see is that Adopting Agile methodology is one thing, but gathering requirements is another. Avoid long days of meetings, discussions, and iteration on documents. Instead, make in-app updates and incorporate feedback in real time, all using a visual language and paradigms that both business and technical users understand. This is the new way. This is the Pega way. Show the business stakeholders in the room what the process looks like, while they are explaining it, so that it comes to life immediately. Feedback should be provided before the application is developed, not after. Furthermore, documentation should not slow down the development process – how the application works should not be documented manually right? So how do we see that this internal collaboration is supported by technology? 
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Agile is mainstream 
Subtitle 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Collaborate betterBasically in two ways Collaboration & feedback capturing through the same app that you’re working in Low code development. market disruption, digital transformation, and Agile app development across industries, adoption of low-code and no code software development platforms is gaining traction with CIOs. And with good reason. These tools make application development simpler. A Capgemini study indicated that Pega low code development is approximately 6.4 times faster to build than traditional Java based solutions. That means two months instead of a year. Capabilities like drag-and-drop objects, visual process flows, and other tools allow anyone, regardless of technical ability, to build and change applications faster – making it possible for organizations quickly deliver new processes and app functionalities to keep up with, or disrupt, their markets.Low-code is proving to be a differentiator for organizations looking to lead in markets that are constantly changing. 1. You will have an increasingly hard time finding developers to keep up with global app development demands.Market demand for application development is growing faster than enterprise IT departments can keep up with. In fact, analyst firm Gartner predicts that market demand for app development will grow at least five times faster than IT’s capacity to deliver through 2021. Low-code application development platforms help bridge an organization’s skilled developer shortage gap. These platforms are quicker and less expensive to customize in house, and don’t require armies of programmers. They give non-programmers the ability to visually build out application specifications, empowering the “citizen developers” within an organization, like business people and marketers, to work collaboratively with IT to design and modify operation-specific applications.2. Low-code increases your productivity.By bringing citizen developers into the development process, organizations enable an Agile environment for collaboration. Business users and IT staff work together on requirements, then rapidly build and deploy business rules, processes, and offers. By allowing business stakeholders to provide feedback and requirements on Agile artifacts directly in a project management tool, you empower your staff to take increased ownership of the development and maintenance of their own applications – all while freeing up your skilled developers to focus on higher-value work, rather than chasing down requirements.3. Low-code empowers you to innovate continuously.To keep up with the constant change and disruption in market conditions, organizations need to be agile. Adopting a low-code platform and Agile delivery methodology can bring every part of your business into the development cycle, allowing you to leverage the knowledge of your front-line workers and foster constant collaboration between groups. In short, this new digital development environment, combined with the frequent releases inherent in Agile processes, help speed continuous application development and innovation.4. Low-code development enables you to build apps collaboratively.How do IT and citizen developers collaborate without coding? Visual models. They let your staff capture directly in the platformthe requirements that define your processes, enabling staff to co-build apps together. No knowledge of code necessary. Low-code platforms allow users to make in-app updates, plus incorporate feedback in real time – all using a visual language and paradigms that both business and technical users understand.5. Your competition is probably already using a low-code approachIt’s not just hype. A recent Pega-commissioned survey from Frost & Sullivan found that 81% of respondents already use a visual or low-code approach.There are many flavors of low-code in the market today. On one end there are low-code platforms that provide disparate environments for business and IT that perpetuate a siloed approach to development.On the other end of the spectrum are next generation role-based authoring environments focused on providing the right tools to anyone who touches enterprise applications. These include visual and intuitive authoring experiences offering no-code or low-code for citizen developers, advanced tools for professional developers, system administration, and AI modeling – where users can seamlessly toggle between these different studios to quickly access what they need, where and when they need it.The time has come to abandon slow, expensive, and ineffective code-based development. Do your research and take advantage of free trials to find the best low-code development platform that will get your staff collaborating and creating apps quickly.
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Journey Centric Delivery 
Examples and templates are provided in the Pega community 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Journey Centric DeliverySo why are we not all massively jumping in here? Well, there is almost always a set of legacy applications to replace/extend/enhance or work with. While older software applications become obsolete, new systems are written, and company mergers introduce duplicate systems. You live with an ever changing architectural landscape.Many of your processes are structured around departments rather than customers. For example, “Sales”, “Account Opening”, “Account Servicing”, “Collections” and so your systems are often written for these departments, which creates silos within your business.Applications are often built around channels rather than customers. For example, many companies have independent Contact Center and web or social teams and processes, meaning that your customer has a very different experience depending on how they choose to contact you.
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Journey Centric Delivery 
Examples and templates are provided in the Pega community 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Journey Centric DeliveryNeedless to say, your Customer doesn’t care about different departments or channels– they care about the Journey they have to experience with you to solve their problem. Being passed between departments is frustrating at best and a reason to go elsewhere at worst.How can you tackle a large problem in a series of small steps and move towards your goals of speed, flexibility and great customer experiences?Pega’s answer is Journey Centric Delivery. This focuses on delivering Journeys that cut across departmental and channels boundaries. Build a process once, then deploy the same process across multiple channels (Contact Center, web, mobile etc.) with Pega managing the technical complexities. Journeys are deployed to live either singly or in small groups.Delivery typically works by:1. Selecting the application that addresses the majority of your needs right out of the box.2. Determine the most important capability you need to drive significant value, either in terms of an opportunity or cost savings. It is important to focus on designing one journey at a time to drive immediate value, then build capabilities to scale quickly and reuse.3. Make whatever configuration changes are needed for your specific business needs.4. Go live with the journey across multiple channels rapidly, then repeat for the next journey.
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The promise of new technology 
Taking Agile to the next level 

Agile workbench 

Capabilities to have business manage 
part of the system 

Generated documentation 

 Integration with key DevOps accelerators 
(e.g. selenium) 

 

 

 

 

People Process Technology 

Role of the BA - T-shaping  

 
Catalyst – Design Thinking 

Journey centric delivery 

DCO sessions 

Co-production 



No-code development 
What does it look like?  



No-code development & agile collaboration 
What does it look like?  
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New way of working 

Success 

• With low-code development, you can become 
a citizen developer, making you able to add 
even more direct value to the team 

• Collaboration with the business will 
become easier, faster and less error 
prone.  

• The way of innovation will change – 
constant mockups will help shape the 
ideal solution 

• Most documentation should be generated, 
and should not take your ‘business facing’ 
time 

• Start with the end in mind – try 
to envision the perfect process 
/ end result for your customers, 
and start from that.  

• Now think about how to realize 
that, in a step by step manner.  

• The output should be a 
technology, process & people 
transformation roadmap.  

Design thinking 

Documentation light 

Collaboration 

Diverse role 
How working in this new technology affects you 
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